sassy

sassy
**sassy**
(adjective) SASS-ee

Impudent, disrespectful; high-spirited, lively; stylish, fashionable.

She looked **sassy**, she thought, as she swung her long jet hair, careful not to dislodge the jasmine.

Natalie Fox, *Love or Nothing*.

There is this growing connection of money donated to the Liberal Party resulting in contracts being awarded. That is the problem. Nine years of that type of behaviour has led to a fat, arrogant and **sassy** government.


The daughters of Sgt Pepper, these three hip and **sassy** NYC girls wrote and performed baroque folk, psychedelic madrigals and blue-eyed soul with rock attitude. The Cake were formed in 1966 and baked by '68 but stayed fresh and way ahead of their time.


Perry, in drag, plays the **sassy** Southern matriarch with broad comedic strokes, and, although the result is sometimes like watching Oprah Winfrey in a Three Stooges routine, his character taps into a maternal wisdom that is both familiar and comforting.


Inside my head, there was nothing stopping me from being the cute sister from the sitcom Charles in Charge, or as **sassy** and stylish as any girl you'd find in Seventeen magazine.